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KVAL SPRING SEMINAR APRIL 9-10, onboard M/S Bore 

SCHEDULE 

Sunday �pril 9
1 

in Turku 

0900-0915 

0915-1015 

1015-1030 

1030-1130 

1130-1230 

1230-1400 

1400-1500 

1500-1600 

1600-1700 

Ferenc Kiefer 

Pause 

Jorgen Rischel 

Hans Basbpll 

Lunch 

Tore Janson 

Hans Rossipal 

Time margin 

Mondai Anril 102 in Stockholm 

0900-0915 

0915-1015 c.-c. Elert 

1015-1030 Pause 

1030-1130 Sture Ureland 

1130-1230 Esa Itkonen 

1230-1400 Lunch 

1400-1500 Benny Brodda 

1500-1600 Time margin 

1600-1700 Time margin 

"Will the seminar come to order?" 

"Some general principles of the descrip
tion of derivationel processes in 
national languages" 

"Some aspects of the derivational·pro
cesses in Greenlandic" 

"Some remarks concerning the atg in & 
generative phonology and morphology of 
Danish" 

"Derivation och reduktion" (nagra li:ia& 

funderingEr om vad som fi:irsvinner vid 
derivering) 

"En fast relations-hierarki som 
seme.ntisk-syntaktisk basstruktur ?" 

"Will the seminar come to order?" 

"Forstavelserna be- och fo:i:- forklarade 
och belysta" --

---

"Infinitivization and nominalization" 

"Linguistica and the Philoaophy of 
Science 0 

"Case grammars and their applications" 

SOME REMARKS CONCERNING THE ST0D IN A GENERATIVE 

GRAMMAR OF DANISH
1 

Hans Basb�ll (University of Copenhagen) 
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The word "remarks" in the title of the present paper is 

to be taken literally. The following pages are mainly intended 

as a presentation of some facts concerning the distribution and 

function of the Danish st�d, and they should thus not be thought 

of as suggesting any coherent theory on that subject. 

I shall concentrate on some phonological aspects of the 

question, and limit myself to the native vocabulary.2

Although I shall give no detailed references to the liter

ature, I should now like to emphasize that I have, of course, 

used Hansen 1943 as my basic source of information. Like every

body else working with the Danish st�d I have used plenty of his 

examples. I have also found many of J�rgen Rischel's suggestions 

concerning the st�d (oral as well as mimeographed or printed) 

very useful. 

1. St�d in a structuralist framework

It is well known that the st�d can distinguish between 

1) This is a slightly revised version of the paper I read on
April 9th in Abo at the KVAL Spring Seminar 1972. I am
indebted to Eli Fischer..J�rgensen and J�rgen Rischel for
valuable comments on the manuscript. - Generally the
examples are given in Danish orthography. A raised comma 
indicates st�d on the preceding "letter"; letters in 
parantheses are not pronounced (these indications are only
used where it was found necessary, however)�

2) For partly or wholly assimilated foreign words, as well as 
for the traditional Danish school pronunciation of Latin,
the basic pattern is the following: Stressed antepenulti
mate and ultimate syllables have st�d if they have st�d
basis, whereas stressed penultimates (as well as unstressed 
syllables, of course) do not have st�d (e.g. scr!bun't,
om�ga, anon�'m, em�'ritus (whose last syllable does not
have "st�d- asis")). 
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otherwise identical words, e.g. (the letter) 1 vs. �l' 
- 3('alder'), hun vs. hun'(d), mode� vs. mo'denA. 

In the more than 200 years that the st0d has been known 

and described by Danish grammarians, it has generally been 

considered a kind of prosodic (or suprasegmental) entity. 

Vowel length and st0d have often been taken to function 

together in forming 4 different "syllable types", "andelav", 

"tonelag" or whatever terminology has been suggested, cf. 

non-length 

length 

non-st0d 

ven [vEn] 

(the first syllable of) 

vame [VE: na ] 

st0d 

ven' (d) [ VEn?] 

V<E'n [vE.?n] 

The following arguments can be given in favour of con

sidering the st0d a prosodic rather than a segmental phoneme: 

(a) st0d is lost (i) in unstressed position

(b) (i)

(ii) in certain syntactic constructions,

e.g. in the first part of compounds

there is at most one st0d in a syllable, and 

different placement of the st0d within a syllable 

can never be the only factor distinguishing between 

two words4 

3) The latter example presupposes that the st0d-vowel is
considered to be phonemically long. This is supported
e.g. by the fact that in all cases where there is a
quality difference between a short and a corresponding
long vowel, the st0d-vowel has the quality of the long
vowel.

4) Martinet (1937 p. 261) gave the rule that when a syllable
has st0d,. it falls on the vowel if this is phonemically
long (pf'n [ p.E1n)), otherwise on the following consonant
(Ken' pEn?)). Note further that the vowel is often 
s ortened before a [+son, - nas, - lat] consonant in a 

(ii) the st0d can be moved from a sonorant consonant to

7 

a following sonorant consonant without changing the

identity of the word (Hjelmslev's example (1951 p.17)

jar'l = jarl.' (= ja'rl)).

All of these arguments except the last one also apply to 

vowel quantity. 

1.1. St0d and the Swedish/Norwegian word tones 

Aage Hansen regards st0d as a characteristic of the mono

syllable, and non-st0d as a characteristic of the dissyllable. 

This leads us to a comparison with the Swedish and Norwegian 

word tones which are also referred to as "monosyllabic tone" 

(= accent 1) and "dissyllabic tone" (= accent 2). In general 

there is a striking similarity between the distribution of st0d 

and non-st0d on the one side, and that of acc. 1 and acc. 2 on 

tne other. There are, however, the following quite systematic 

deviations from the simple rule acc. 1 corresponds t� st0d and 

acc. 2 to non-st0d: 

Danish 

(1) The st0d characterizes

a stressed syllable 

(thus each part of a 

compound may have st0d 

or non-st0d) 

(2) Monosyllables may have

st0d (mand) or non

st0d (ven, kat)

Norwegian/Swedish 

(1) The word tone characterizes

a (stressed) word (thus a 

compound as a whole has acc. 

1 or 2) 

(2) Monosyllables always have

acc. 1

stll)d-sy llable, and in that c·ase the st0d is moved to the 
postvocalic consonant. (It seems reasonable to assign the 
feature [ + sonorant) to the Danish consonants which are able 
to receive the st0d (viz. the voiced continuants, including 
1 and r, and the nasals), in agreement with Austin (1971), 
and th1s is done in the present paper.) 
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(3) St�d never occurs in 

syllables with a short

vowel followed by zero

or an unvoiced consonant

(3) No such restrictions exist 

(4) It follows from (3) that (4) It follows from (2) that acc. 

st�d is the marked term 2 is the marked term.

Note however that (4) involves the Prague School notion of marked

ness, i.e. is based upon the neutralization of surface contrasts, 

and t.�us constitutes no proof as to which category is under

lyingly marked. The relevance of this surface concept of 

markedness is indicated by the fact that non-assimilated foreign 

wcrds are st�d-less in Danish but normally have acc. l in 

Swedish and Norwegian. 

It follows from the table that the Danish st�d is in a 

sense a more complicated phenomenon than the other Scandinavian 

word tones: In addition to word structure rules which may be 

common to the Scandinavian languages (of the type: verbs with 

prefix have st�d/acc. 1), Danish must have further rules to 

explain why e.g. forkaste has no st�d, and - if monosyllables 

are presupposed to have st�d/acc. l - why e.g. ven has no st�d 

(cf. section 4.) . 

2. St�d in monomorphemic native words

With a few exceptions, native Danish monomorphemic words 

are on tne surface of three types, viz. monosyllables (2.1.), 

dissyllables ending in shwa (2.2.), or dissyllables ending in 

shwa plus a sonorant consonant (2.3.). 

2.1. Monosyllables 

On the surface we may distinguish the following word 
types:5

5) � counts as [+son] except in most cases of the clusters EE. 
rt, rk, rf, rs (which have unvoiced r in conservative ' 

standards).
-

(1) [ c 
1 

(2) (3)

c0 v -son c v C V 
0 0 

kat vi 3a 

hest nu �l 

hof det b2r 

(all (all han 

[+�on] 

3b 

hal 

mand 

lang 

(4) C j
(S) 

C V [ +son] C c VC
0 ~ 0 0 

damp iba:st 

hals lan 

kant ris 

without without (without (with 

I
{with l

(with

st�d) st�d) st�d) st�d) st�d) st�d)

Note that only group 3 has unpredictable st�d-conditicns 

(according to their surface form). 

It has been proposed that the st�d should be predictable 

in all monomorphemic monosyllables by the following rule6 

[
+l:ng]

(1) ] - [ +st�d] _/

[_1:ng] [+s�n] 
C 

C 0
.JJ... 
-;r 

I.e: according to this analysis group 3b must be analyzed as

having the underlying structure C V [ c ] 
o +son Cl

Louis Hjelmslev (1951 p. 23) has -mentioned derivations 

like man(d) - mandig, syn(d) - syndig ([man?, mandi] etc.) 

in support of this analysis, the "latent d" (to use his term) 

thus accounting for the st�d in mand, synd etc. 7

6) This (as many of the following rules, too) is inadequately
formulated since the place of the environment slash is com
pletely predictable. The right thing to de would be to a
scribe the st�d to the syllable (cf. the fact that the in
stances of C you have to write in many stress rules
according to0cur.rent notational conventions are due only
to the conventions themselves, which only allow stress to

9

be assigned to vowels and not to syllables, and have nothing
to do with the stress).

7) That the derivative ending in question is� and not dig
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However, J�rgen Rischel (1970 p. 129) has proposed that 

we have long sonorants in these cases, and that /d/ is inserted 

between the long sonorants and the suffix in question by rule. 

There may thus be some point in looking closer at the facts (if 

Rischel is right, the argument for the analysis in question is 

weakened, but by no means lost). 

Some possible generalizations concerning the opening degree 

of tne short rounded front vowels before nasals may give us a 

key. It is well known that it is sufficient to posit two short 

vowel phonemes in the rounded palatal series, if "partial over

lapping" is allowed (t and� before nasals, land t otherwise, 

details - which mainly concern the environment of r - left 

aside) .8 Now consider the following facts:

First set (a) Most words ending in [IZ)n(?)] have a "latent 

of facts: _g_": synd, fynd, ynd(e), kynd(ig), whereas no 

words ending in [ren(?)] can be shown to have 

d. 

8) 

9) 

(b) The adjectival derivative endings ig and lig

are synonymous. No words in [IZ)n(?)] take

lig, whereas no words in [ren(?)] take ig.9

can be seen from examples like s95vnig, dydif
' derived from

slZ)vn, dvd. It should be emphasized.that a words which 
can beshown to have "latent" d have st95d when they occur 
as stressed monosyllables. 

-

Note that the existence of words like b�n, llZ)n [been? 
l:.en?] - as opposed to synd, fynd [s�n?, f�n7]- will

, 

force Rischel to recognize 2 different underlying short 
rounded front vowels before nasals (since all these 
words must end in -nn according to him), which is the 
position we discuss-:-

I thus consider i� and lig to be instances of the same 
formative/ the cnoice between them being determined main
ly by phonological environment. A counterexample like 
mandig 'manly' versus rnandlig ,'masculine' is only 
apparent: the distinction has been lexicalized. The 
"irregular" (unexpected) form mand+lig is probably formed 
in analogy (whatever that means) with kvinde+lig 'feminine'
- which is not opposed to anything like rnandig - where the 
lig-ending is quite regular. 

11 

This is of course not contradictorily handled by Rischel's 
account, but the generalization is missed. 

Second set 

of facts: 

(a) No words ending in [m] can be shown to have
a "l.atent u consonant, say £·

(b) No words with short vowel followed by a
¾ingle-consonantal" �lo have the quality
[ 95].

Third set (a) (Q] in Danish words is cerived from /ng;.11

(b) No words with short vowel followed by [q)
has the quality [re].

of facts: 

All these apparently completely unrelated facts may be reduced 
to one thing (a redundancy rule, or what have you): There is 
only one underlying short rounded front vowel before nasals, 
and it has the narrower quality before a nasal plus a non
nasal consonant, otherwise the opener quality (this also ex-
plains why there are no st�d-less monosyllables in [�n]) .12, 13

10) I.e. an m which is not followed by another consonant.

11) 

12) 

13) 

The fact that [ Q.] only occurs after short vowels (i.e.
neither after consonants, long vowels, diphthongs or 
word boundaries) speaks in favour of this derivation 
since these structural gaps are thus reduced to phono
tactic rules needed anyhow for clusters like mb (cf. 
Austin 1971). Cf. that morpheme final n is often 
assimilated to [Q] before morpheme initra1 �or�-

The rule is in fact not restricted to nasals, cf. !Y_l{d)e -
fyldig, skyl(d)e - skyldig (all with short [y]J, whereas 
no derivatives in [-�ldi] can be found. Cf. the fact that 
there are no st�d-less monosyllables in [yl]. 

The "latent d", which may occur after 1, n and r, appears 
before "full vowels" (i.e. vowels except snwa) (e.g. v=rd!v�r(d), sk£ldig - skyl(d), v�ndig - v�n(d), cf. van(� sxyI'Td)e). In the case of rd, dis also manifested before shwa i= the preceding vowel°"Ts short or shortened (f�rdes -fzr(d), rnorder - mor(d), but Pa fcr(d)e, mor(d)et) -�preceding vowel is always short before rd plus a "fullvowel" and d is thus pronounced: nordisx - nor(d), jordisk - jor(d). (It is in accordance with"""'general 
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Notice incidentally that the case of [oJ is strengthened now: 

Danish monosyllables ending in [oJ always have st\lld, which is 

explained by their underlying cluster /ng/. Notice further that 

ng -- o is not a single transformation (as proposed by Hovd

haugen (1969 p. 90) for Norwegian), but 2 quite general phono

logical rewrite rules: =�;ressive nasal assimilation, and 

dropping of the latent� exactly like that of i in mane/�. 

wnen I have distinguished between types 1 and 2 instead 
- [ C of having one group C

0
V( -son]C

0
), lacking "stll)d-.basis" (as

is normally done in Danish phonemics), it is because they be

nave differently in inflection: e.g. in definite and plural 

form type 2 gets st,!ld (nu, nu'et, nu'er), just like group 3a 

in tne definite form and most often in plural (tal, tal'let, 

(otte)tal'ler), and just lL�e words ending in we��ly stressed 

"full vowels" (i.e. vowels except shwa) both in the definite 

form and the plural (sofa, sofa'en, sofa'er). Thus the groups 

may be characterized as follows: group 1 lacks stll)d-basis and 

hence are st,!ld-less under all conditions; groups 2 and 3a lack 

it when occurring in isolation but not before certain endings 

(see section 3.1.); and groups 3b, 4 and 5 never lack st�d

basis.14

2.2. Dissyllables ending in shwa 

14) 

They never have stll)d. 

quantity tendences in Danish that vowel length is not 
stable before r as opposed to 1 and n, cf. footnote 26.) 
If the ending� is derived from /agl or /ail (since it c�n 
never have stress), the rule for i and� dropping applies 
after the rule 

a� [+high] /  ([+cor]) [+high]. 
s��ilarly for the"°unstressed suffixes isk, ing, ik, derived 
from /as�, ang, ak/. 

-- -- -

This is, of course, not to say that they always have 
st,!ld: they lack st,!ld e.g. before the plural ending+� 
(dampe, lase), and in unstressed position. 

2.3. Dissyllables ending in shwa plus a sonorant consonant 

They normally, but not always, have st\lld if they have 

st,!ld-basis. There are at least two ways of analyzing these 

words: 

(1) To follow Hjelmslev (1951 p. 24) in deriving those with

st,!ld from underlying monosyllables (e.g. /vaml/, /modn/),

and tnose with st,!ld-basis but without st,!ld from underlying

dissyllables (e.g. /garnal/, /engal/). This gives the right

.esults for monomorphemic words without extra machinery.

(2) To let them all be derived from underlying dissyllables,

and to let them get st,!ld unless they are marked as exceptions

in the lexicon. One might further reduce the number of ex

ceptions by letting the conditions be like the ones fer mono

syllables, as John S. Austin (1971) has proposed:

[+l:p_g] 

(2) [ ] - [+.st,!ld] /

[-l�ng] [ 7�0DJ C

C (a[+son])-#0 

Thus /varomal/ versus /gamal/. Exceptions now are engel, 

aben etc. (It might be noted that ecclesiastic worcs are 

normally exceptions to the (longer part of the) rule: 

e.g. dj2vel, engel, alter, himmel, helgen; this diacritic

feature is not quite improbable for historical and socio

logical reasons.)

(3) There may in fact be some evidence that a solution in

between (1) and (2) is preferable, see section 3.3.2.1.

3. St\lld in polymorphemic native words

As soon as we turn to polymorphemic words, it is well 

known that the occurrence of the st\lld as well as the distri

bution of the 2 Scandinavian word tones is not predictable 

from the surface form alone, nor from the sequence of under-

13 
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lying segments alone, but that it also depends on such in

formation as placement of morpheme boundaries (tank+en vs. 

tanke+n), maybe rank of junctures marking the distinction 

between derivation and inflection (lamg#de vs. hamg+te), 

and word classes (aftalev vs. aftaleN) (the examples with

st0d come first). 

Before I go into some of the details of this section, 

I must point out that the remarks to follow are both scat

tered and merely suggestive; they are probably not completely 

wrong, but they are not as yet based on any systematic - not 

to say exhaustive - examination of the material in question. 

For the same reason I rely heavily on Aage Hansen's material 

in this section, but despite the value of his presentation, 

it must be said that we in fact lack primary data telling us 

what people actually pronounce. 

We shall in the following presuppose that each lexical 

morpheme, including the derivative affixes, has got st0d or 

non-st0d according to the st0d-rules of the preceding section. 

Then our task is to describe what happens to the lexical mor

phemes in inflection, derivation and compounding as far as the 

st0d is concerned.15

The first important generalization to be noted is that 

whether or not a syllable ends up with st0d is dependent only 

on the morpheme itself and on its immediately adjacent mor

phemes. I.e. st0d-rules are sensitive to morpheme boundaries, 

and we may exclude all morphemes from consideration which are 

separated from the morpheme whose st0d-conditions we consider 

by at least one other morpheme. I shall return to this short
ly. 

Notice that cases like man-dsmo-d : fattigmandsmo-d 

are not counterexamples to the mentioned generalization. There 

is no st0d on mand in the second example because it has 

[3 stress) (whereas it had [l stress) in the first example), 

15) The traditional tripartition of morphology is used here
only for ease of presentation.

and it seems that generally a syllable must have at least 

[2 stress) in order to have st0d (very complicated compounds 

may be separated into several "phonological words"), cf. 

that the syllable in question, when stressed e.g. contrastive

ly, may have the st0d. 
Notice also that a case like skibskiste, cf. �, 

ski-bs, is not primarily a case of st0d-loss, but of vowel 

shortening, and the st0d is quite automatically lost si�ce 

its "basis" is lost. A similar case is the neuter form lyst 

of the adjective ly-s (and many other exa�ples), where there 

is not primarily st�d-loss before the neuter endi.ng +�, but 

vowel shortening16 (which phonetically implies st0d-loss

since the st0d-basis is thereby lost). 

Another thing to be noted is that 0 does not count as 

a morpheme in declination. Cf. bud - bud-dene (plural in

definite and definite form) which must be bud+n+a and not 

bud+0�n+a if the gen�ralization shall hold that only immediate

ly adjacent morphemes are relevant to the occurrence of the 

st�d on a certain morpheme. Similarly if e.g. the noun spil 

(without st�d) is derived from the verb spille (as Aage 

Hansen (1943 p. 56) states it), the definite form spil-le� 

show·s tnat 0 does not count as a morpheme (however, the deri

vation may go the other way round17). Thus the formulation

"� 'comrnand' is undeclined in the plural" seems more cor

rect than "bud 'command' has the plural ending +0". 

l_._l. St0d in inflection 

As regards st0d in inflection, the basic paradigm seems 

to be tne,following: Polysyllabic stems do not change st0d

conditions except that they may undergo rule (3) below (met�l, 

met�l-let). Monosyllabic stems lose their st0d if the ending 

contains shwa (which is the only vowel occurring in inflectia-

16) Cf. Rischel 197Oa. 

17) Cf. Basb0ll 1970 p. 29.

15 
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nal endings), whereas endings consisting only of consonants 
do not change the st�d of the stern. 

The distinction between plurals like hal-ler (from 

�-) and skaller (from skal-) may be explained by different 

flexives: hall+r and sgall+ar. And since furthermore 

Hjelmslev's rule18 that short vowels before a single con

sonant plus shwa is lengthened is much too general, as 

Rischel (1969 p. 202) has pointed out (lengthening only 

occurring before voiced fricatives, including�), also 

huller (from hul) can be explained as hol+ar. But why, then, 

is there st�d in han-ner /han+r/ (from han)? If we disre

gard the morpheme boundary, the st�d seems to be accounted 

for by our general st�d-rule for rnonornorphernic words; but 

wny, then, is there no st�d in� /vcn+s/? Postulating 

two different junctures here seems quite unlikely. I sug

gest the generalization that a morpheme structure ending in 

v ( l+
�

onl)+-long_ 

gets st�d before an ending consisting of a sonorant consonant 

(C in the rule will be justified in the next section) 19
0 

(3) ] - [+stl!ld] / [-�ong] ( [ �;��g
] )+ [+;on] C0 [-seg]

If snwa is inserted by rule, this rule has the peculiarity of 

not applying to verbs ending in a stressed vowel (cf. section 

3.3.2.1. below). Thus we have derivations like: 

�l+:1 111 1-+n �1-an 

hav+o ha'v+o ha-vao 

buo+n+a buo-+n+a buo-ana 

(�l'len, from �l) 

(ha'vet, from hav) 

(bud'dene, from�) 

(nu-er, from�) 

(se-r, from se-) 
nu+r 

se+r 

18) 

19) 

nu'+r nu-ar 

se-+r se-r 

Hjelmslev 195 1 p. 20, cf. Basbl!lll 1971 pp. 195 ff. 

Furthermore, Vis in some cases lengthened: this happens 
obligatorily if ( ) is 0, and sometimes (partly idiosyn-

The distinction between kl2dte (preterite) and kl�'dte 

(participle) is simply accounted for as kleo+ta vs. 

kleo+t+a.20

Some native words ending in shwa plus a sonorant con

sonant keep the st�d when declined with +a (sjo'fle, dun'kle, 

v�d-dere vs. fingre, svangre), and thus constitute exceptions 

to tne general pattern (cf. section 3.3.2.1. where these are 

discussed). 

3.2. St�d in derivation 

3.2.1. St�d in stems before suffixes 

Tne basic pattern is the same as for inflection: st�d 

in monosyllabic stems is lost before a suffix containing a 

vowel, otnerNise the st�d-conditions of the stern =emain un

changed. 

Some of the apparent irregularities may be accounted 

for in the same way as for inflection (but they are of course 

not explained): we have suffixes in ar (svensker, cf. the 

very end of the present section 3.2.1.) and£ (svej-tser); 

and before the endings� and rt the words ending in 

[ C ] +son 
-long 

get st�d-basis: bordo-+r and nol'+rt (derived from bordeaux 

and nul, without stl!ld). 

Tnere are apparently two main classes of exceptions to 

the general pattern (apart from some difficulties with stems 

ending in shwa plus a sonorant ccnsonant which are considered 

in section 3. 3. 2 .1.) : 

cratically) if ( ) contains the features [-nas, -lat].

17 

For further details, see Basb�ll 1970 pp. 30-39. Cf. foot
note 6. Note that the cover symbol V does not include shwa 
(it may be taken to represent e.g. the features [+syl, +tns]l

20) When the adjectives sma-rt and sa-rt keep their st�d
before +a, they behave as "pseudo-inflected" .forms:
smar+t+e� sar+t+e (also before suffixes: sa-rthed).
Tnis is of course no explanation at all.
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(i) There is a strong tendency to retain st�d on verbs

whose infinitive ends in a stressed vowel, also if the

suffix in question contains a vowel: sy'ende, ro'ning,

str�'else (but not in kuende, �adning, kaldelse, whose

infinitives end in shwa).

(ii) St�d is normally retained before the syllabic suffixes

ast and da (both substantivizing), and isk (adjectiviz

ing) (hyl 'dest, l2ng'de, dy'risk)

Aage Hansen (1943 pp. 57 ff) has pointed out that ast and st 

(fan·gst), as well as isk and sk (anima'lsk), seem to be 

instances of the same suffix (they are even in a few cases 

found indiscriminately in the same word). One could thus 

think of deriving all instances of these suffixes from st 

and sk, respectively, and inserting the vowel by rule (cf. 

footnote 13), the application in some, but not all, cases 

depending on phonological environment.21 If this is done,

one mignt also consider the possibility of deriving de 

(l�ngde etc.) from an underlying /d/, cf. the Swedish (hi

storically more original) form� (langd).

This seems to me, however, as more like an historical 

explanation, especially in the case of de, since the vowel 

insertion rules which would be needed are highly improbable 

candidates for phonological rules in Danish. I prefer to 

account for the facts (i) and (ii) by means of the juncture 

# in the following way. 

Rischel (1970b) has shown that the junctures # and + 

are necessary and sufficient to account for Danish word stress 

in a natural fashion (such that morpheme stresses except 

tne last one within a word containing no internal # are 

erased, and such that words containing at least one in

ternal# have "compound stress"). If the starting point 

is that grammatical boundaries occur-as + around inflectional 

21) Cf. Chomsky and Halle's derivation of the adjective
arithm�tic from arithmetical because of the stress
(1968 p. 88).

endings, elsewhere as ffe, there must be a rule # - + 22

which applies to most derivatives and some compounds under 

complicated and partly idiosyncratic conditions. The rule 

=#: - + thus does not apply after verbs whose infinitive 

ends in a stressed vowel,23 or before the suffixes ast, ask

and da. 

In some very common cases the forms in +sk have been

lexicalized (dansk, svensk, fransk, spansk; cf. dansker, 

svensker, franskmand without st�d) and thus lose their st�d 

before the flexive +� (but not in the other cases: pols�, 

finsk, bondsk, etc.). 

It should also be mentioned that we have a lot of de

rivations like strofe - stro'fisk, bonde - bon'dsk, h�ve -

h�·vert. In all these cases (except j�de - j�disk) there 

is st�d in the syncopated forms, and I should like to suggest 

a rule of derivational morphology dropping a final shwa in 

some stems, probably of th; same type as the rule insert� 

ing a or s in compounds. This rule should apply before the - -
24 st�d-rules. 

�2.2. St�d on suffixes 

St�d on the suffixes themselves follows the rules 

22) If - in agreement with Stephen Anderson and J�rgen 
Rischel (oral communication) - we consider +·to be
a grammatical boundary without phonological effect,
the hypothesis that there can be no rule + - .;...
amounts to the generalization that grammatical structure
may be erased but not introduced in the phonological 
component which seems intuitively evident. 

23) A case like troende which is often st�d-less when 
meaning 'believing Christian', but otherwise con
tains st�d, has apparently lexicalized the former
function.

24) This rule cannot be shown invalid on the basis of
examples like kvindfolk, Finland without st�d on 
the first syllable, aerived rrom (st�d-less) kvinde, 
finne: this st�d-loss is normal for monosyllables in 
first part of compounds (cf. section 3.3.2.), but not 
before e.g. +sk: fin-ske, bon'dske. 

.19 
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already stated for rnonornorphemic wordforrns. It should only 

be mentioned here that the suffix (C)ing has st�d before 

sonorant endings, cf. 

primary stress not primary stress 

-n, -1 ven, ven-nen 

bon, bon-en 

ja, ja-et 

leksikon, leksikon-net 

madding, rnaddin-gen 

sofa, sofa-en 
-1)
-v

It is clear that there is no basis in the undeclined form 

madding. What is not quite so clear is whether the lack of 

basis is due to lack of stress, or to the segmental condi

tions. Since the lack of segmental conditions in stressed 

syllables in -1) (bon, etc.) is only found in French words, 

it seems reasonable to claim that the second syllable of 

madding lacks sufficient stress for the st�d to occur.25

3.2.3. St�d in words with prefixes 

Prefixes never have st�d (there is only one prefix 

which is stressed and has st�d-basis: und-). 

As for the stern, the basic rule is that the st�d-con

ditions are unchanged, except that there is st�d if it is 

a verb, o� immediately derived from a verb, or if the whole 

word is an adjective ending in a suffix. Thus 

[[[mis]Pref [handl]v]v [ing]Suff]N 'maltreatment'

has st�d (on han') as opposed to 

[[rnis]Pref [[ger]V [ning]Suff]N]N 'misdeed'.

Some adjectives with stressed �-prefix do not (always) 

have st�d however: u[broderlig], u[k2rlig] (cf. section 3.3.1.). 

25) This is confirmed by the word bogstav - bogsta-vet with
a front a also in singular which can be explained by its
being underlyingly long (cf. the back a in hav and in
all other words with short a before a v in the same
syllable). The vowel shortening in unstressed syllables
is quite regular.

3.3. St�d in compounding 

I shall here only consider compounds with two parts. 

More complicated compounds follow the same rules so far as 

st�d is concerned, but examples have already been given 

that stress on some morpheme can be reduced to an extent 

where no st�d is possible. 

3.3.1. St�d in second part of compounds 

The basic rules is that second part of compounds has 

the same st�d-co�ditions as when occurring in isolation. 

However, if it is a verb or .a verbal derivative, or an 

adjective formed by suffixation, it has st�d, obligatorily 

if the first part of the compound has reduced stress 

(tro16-ve(lse), koldblo-dig), or is not a major lexical 

category (i.e. not N '· V or A) (opta-ge, p!srn�-re); not 

quite so regularly if the first part is a major lexical 

category with full stress (t�rko(-)ge; normally st�d with 

adjectives if the word minus the suffix is one constituent: 

sorth�-ret, varrnblo-dig, tr�oto(-)ret/s). 

Th.is st�d is evidently the same phenomenon as the st,.ici 

mentioned in the prececµ.ng section for words with prefixes, 

and must be due to the same rule (see section 4.). The 

(vaguely formulated) generalization seems to be: the 

"l,ighter" the first part is, either in stress or in "lexical 

weight" (prefixes, prepositions etc. being "light"}, the more 

tendency is there to get st�d on the second part, cf. the 

following table: 

First -stress +stress -stress +stress
part: -MLC -MLC +MLC +MLC

V: beta-le pa.ta-le trolo-ve �rko (-}ge 

friturestege 

A: beha-ret afdan-ket koldblo-dig (varmblo-d) ig 
u(du-elig) rets(stri(-}dig) 

skin(hellig) 

MLC means "Major lexical category" 

21 
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3.3.2. St�d in first part of compounds 

Except for monosyllabic first part of compounds (and 

dissyllabic when ending in shwa plus a sonorant consonant, 

see section 3.3.2.1.), the st�d-conditions are the same as 

when the words in question occur in isolation. 

Also in compounding, we find the same basic pattern 

as we have found in the other cases, viz. that morphemically 

complex forms do not change their st�d-conditions: 

fin'-sk'f'br�d, lam'g-da'!l',mal, hyl'd-ast4Ftale. Note that the 

'compound-infixes' � and� do count as morphemes: 
man 'd+s #mod, barn+a-# kammer. In the case of compounds with 

+s+, nowever, ��e st0d is optional for a few very common first

pare of compounds: liv{')smal, lan(')dsby.

Wne.n the fi!."St pa!."t of compounds is a single monosyllabic 

morpneme, ��ere are the fol��wing possibilities: 

(1) Boch st�d and the eventuel length is retained (ma'?."familien,

che'fskifte, a'bred, gol'fk�lle)

(2) St�d is lost, but length is retained (solskin, vinglad)

(3) Both scid and length is lost (ud.ko:n.�andere, storfyrste,

skibskiste, syt�j).

For words with short vowel it is of course impossible to dis

tinguish between (2) and (3). 

Generally words having� or a nasal after the vowel do not 

undergo (3), and words having a non-nasal, non-lateral consonant 

after tne vowel do not normally undergo (2); words ending in a 

vowel never undergo (2).26 Thus it seems that there is one

common rule of "first part of compounds-readjustment", applying 

26) This is in agreement with quite general quantity tendencies
in the lansuage (viz. that vowel quantity is stable before
nasals and 1 as opposed to the other consonants, especially
tne other sonorants): before nasals and 1 there is never
vowel lengthening in open syllables, and the tendency to
snorten long vowels in st�d-syllables and move the st�d to
a following ( +.son J consonant only applies if the latter is
( -nas, -lat] (footnote 4). Cf. further footnote 19.
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only to monosyllables, which a word may or may not undergo, and 

wnich says that the st�d is dropped if the first postvocalic 

consonant is� or a nasal, and that otherwise the vowel is 

snortened and the st�d dropped, too. 

Whether a stern undergoes the mentioned rule depends on how 

well-established compounds with this morpheme as their first 

part are. �ote that it does not depend on whether eact co�pound 

as a whole is well-established, but only on whether its :first 

part is a well-established first part of compounds. If I �eet a 

word stalreduktionskoefficient, which I have never heard before, 

I pronou..ce it - without any doubt - (sda:1 ... ] because ;::.e word 

stal is mar�ed as under.going the mentioned rule, and this rule 

does not shorten vowels before�- A case like staltrad [sc�l .. ) 

is a case of lexicalization: only in a few stal-compo=::.s with 

a fixed meaning not uniquely derivable from t.�at of its pares, 

the vowel is shortened (a staltrad may consist of another ::12.terial 

than steel and must have specific dimensions, whereas the pro

nunciation [sda:ltra-?o] may in fact be used for designa':.ing a 

thread of steel, in distinction to just any staltrad[�]) .27 

Thus in the lexicon har will be marked as undergoing the 

mentioned rule, which mar will not; to will be marked as i.:..,der

going the rule while ro will not, etc. 

The fact tnat the vowels which are shortened according to 

tnis rule generally show up with the quality they have else·.:here 

as short vowels shows that the rule must be an early one, Nhich 

is clearly what we expect of such a kind of rule. 

3.3.2.1. Sttd in cases where the first part of compounds e�ds 

in shwa glus a sonorant consonant 

This com?licated group of words fall in different categories 
as far as st�d is concerned: 

27) That stalorm 'slowworm' may be pronounced with eib�r Ca:]
or[�], alt..t1ough it is lexicalized without any douot, is
of course no counterexample: I have only said that non
lexicalized compounds follow ��e rule.
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(1) Some always retain their st<;i!d:

dun'kel 

Vi!!d'der 

dun'kelhed 

vced'derhorn 

dun'kle 

vi!!d'dere 28

(The adjectives have shwa-loss before +�, the nouns have 

not.) 

(2) some lose their st<;l!d before +�, but not in first part of

compounds:

lwn'mer lum'merhed lu.rnre 

S'-'_O '.9.er svo'gerf<;l!lelse svogre 

(These have shwa-loss before +�.) 

(3) some lose their st<;l!d except in isolation:

(-n 

ov'er 

fin'qer 

overrisle 

finger ring 

ovre 

fin51re 

(Tnese have shwa-loss before +�.) 

some never have st<;i!d: 

caJt\.'ilel 

engel 

�elkonservativ 

�ngelfigur 

(These nave shwa-loss before +a.) 

gamle 

engle 

Following the generalizations we have already observed, we may 

account for tnese different types by means of the following 

underlying forms, without any extra rule-machinery: 

(1) /dunkal, vEooar/ These will get st<;l!d as single words 

according to the general st<;l!d-rule, and they will not lose 

it in other contexts since they are not monosyllables. 

(The difference in contraction between nouns and adjectives 

should probably be accounted for by a morphological rule, 

28) I do not agree with Aage Hansen (1943 pp. 48 and 79) that
under 'wonder' is an exception: un'der, underfuld, un!dere.
Ithink underfuld (li.ke underlig) is a case of lexicaliza
tion, and that un'der generally retains its st<;l!d as first
part of compounds: un'dertro, u.�'dersy� etc.

'}-
--> 

cf. the distinction between nouns like by'er and verbs like 

se'r mentioned in section 3.1.) 

(2) /lumr, svogr/ These will get st<;l!d as single words like (1),

and tney will not lose it as first part of compounds since

they are not marked as undergoing "first part of compounds

readjustrnent", but they will lose it before +� since they
29are monosyllables. 

(3) /ovr, fingr/. They behave lL\e (2) except that they are

marked as undergoing "first part of compounds-readjust

ment u .

(4) /gamal, engal/gammel does not satisfy the structural

description of the general st�d-rule, and engel must be

marked as an exception to it.

4 . S ll.IT'.Ill a El'. 

All the material and most of the generalizations relevant 

to this final section have already been given. We shall here 

make a brief summary with explicit rule forrnulations.30

Before any st<;l!d-rule applies, the syntactic surface 

structure has been "adjusted" by the morphological component 

of grammar in the following respects that are relevant to the 

application of the st<;i!d-rules: 

(1) Between the two parts of a compound and before a derivative

ending it is spelled out whether� or� is inserted (these

both count as morphemes), or whether stem-final� is dropped.

29) 

30) 

A form like 
/mont(a)r/. 
�) must 
l<eptin the 

mun'ter (mun'terhed, mu.�(')tre) could then 
Similarly la'ger (la'gerarbeJder, la'gere 

be /lag(a)r/ or the like, cf. that shwa is 
plural st<;i!d-form since it is a noun. 

be 
or 

I think it is utterly premature to present rule formula
tions in this area pretending to be anything else than a 
summary of an argumentation, and my formulations should 
thus be ta.\en with any reservation you could think of. 
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(2) It is spelled out whether e.g. the plural ending is�,� 

or£ (or some irregular ending). This is done by means of 

both phonological, morphological, syntactic and semantic 

criteria. 

(3) The syntactically conditioned junctures have been turned

into the phonologically relevant junctures. It has not

been shown necessary to operate with more junctures than

ffe and+ within one single word,+ occurring between in

flectional endings and other morphemes (including other

inflectional endings), -41= otherwise (cf. section 3.2.1.).

We must then assume a rule # -+ whose application is

largely but not completely predictable.

Then "lexical stl2)d" is ascribed to each lexical morpheme

according to the general rule (i) which may be thought of as 
some sort of a filling or redundancy rule (cf. sections 2.1. 
and 2. 3.) : 
(i) 

] - [+st\lld] / 1 [�iong] [-r 
I 

C0 ( a [+s�J) [ -seg j

[ v 
] 

+son l c
-long -longJ 

Tnen the following four rules (ii) (a)-(d) adjust the stl2)d to 

tne immediately adjacent morphemes. Note that they do not 

interfere, i.e. they may be one complex rule, or otherwise stated: 

the lexical st\lld or non-st\lld need never be changed more than once 

(except for the "output constraint" (iii), of course) : 

(ii)(a) (cf. 3. 2.3. and 3.3.1.) 

( ] - [+stgJd] / [� 
1 2 

[ 

tl
v 

2 3 

] [ 
� - lj 

Surf A

St\lld is obligatory_j..f [lj has [-stress] or is not a major lexi-

cal category (i.e. not N, V, or A), and generally (when the 

word is an A) if [l] and [2.] are one constituent, otherwise 

optional.31

(ii) (b) (cf. sections 3.1. and 3.2.1.)

27 

[ J-[+stgJd] / l-iongJ 
+son f C -[ CJ -long ) [ -seg] L+sonJ C

0 
[-seg]

32 

(ii) (c) [ ] [�stgJd] / [-seg] c0 VC0 + C
0 

V

(ii) (d) Minor rule ("first part of compounds-readjustment")

{
[ -stgJd]

} ]-- !# .../.1.. 
-,r co ["v] [+;on] C0 

( [-�as] C
0

) 
[•-long] 

(iii) 

) - [-stgJd] / 

-lat

{ ["v l {c -:;;_n J1} 
-longj ,r J 

[ 3 (+n) stress] 

# cov 

No phonological rule can be shown to apply after (iii), so its 

function is similar to that of an output constraint (in the 

sense that it removes stgJd from forms which would otherwise be 

impermissible surface structures, forms which furthermore 

never arise in monomorphemic words: lY's+t and ny'#,hed are 

31) This is the most doubtful of all the st\lld-rules, and
primary data are very uncertain (with a lot of dialectal
and other variation).

32) Cf. footnotes 6 and 19.
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turned into lyst and ny-#=hed, cf. that hest and nu have st�d 

in no stage of their derivation) .33

However, the proposed model does not, as you will have 

noticed, account for the striking similarity in the distribu

tion of st�d and non-st�d as compared to the Scandinavian word 

tones. We may therefore wonder if there might be a common 

core of Scandinavian accent rules which ascribe acc. 1 or 2 to 

words as a whole (acc. 2 in compounds roughly corresponding to 

st�d-loss in first part of Danish compounds). And that acc. 

1 is later spelled out as st�d or non-st�d according to stress

conditions and segmental phonological conditions (this ?Ossibili

ty has been briefly sketched by Rischel (1970b pp. 128 f.)). 

The fact that there is a historical connection between st�d 

in Danish and the Norwegian and Swedish word tones does of course 

not prove the validity of this model (since the child constructs 

nis gra.'11.mar without knowledge of language history, as is quite 

evident and has often been remarked). There is, however, one 

fact which is better accounted for by this second model: it has 

often been noted (and contested, too) that in some varieties of 

Scandard Danish there is an intonational and/or dynamical dif

ference between e.g. fl2sket as adjective and as noun in definite 

form; a:::i between trykker as noun and verb (I have observed this 

distinccion among several of my students, especially those of 

Western Danish origin, but I do not make the distinction my

self). All tnese words have no st�d-basis and thus no st�d. 

This dinstinction can be much more adequately accounted for in 

tne "common Scandinavian" model than in the model we have used, 

but since the distinction is rather limited in Standard Danish, 

it is maybe not a very strong argument. 

Anyhow, it is quite sure that much more work must be done 

on nearly every detail of the Danish st�d, not least its 

connection with syntax, before we can hope that a clearer 

picture of these central problems in Danish grammar will emerge. 

33) There is a sort of duplication here which can probably be
avoided in the alternative model to be mentioned.
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1) Within the transformational theory it has always been claimed,
either explicitly or implicitly, that linguistic descriptions are 
backed by the current (neo-)positivist type of philos·ophy of science, 
as represented e.g. by Hempel a.�d Nagel.2 In fact, the t:ransformation
alists have apparently never been aware that there could be an alter
native to the positivist philosophy of science. However: tnink: it 
can be shown rather easily that the metascientific assumptions of the 
":;ransformational theory are basically wrong, insofar as ·-:he ideal of 
science presupposed by linguistic descriptions is :Lo-c p.osi-c::.:,ist but 
rather her.neneutic.3 

To put it simply, what is at the root of the conflic-c between 
the two philosophies of science is the irreducible difference be�ween 
natural sciences and humanities or, more specifically, between re
gularities {or uniformities) and rules. The statements of natural 
sciences are about regularities in nature, and they can be refuted 
by showing that there occur events contrary to these alleged reg-ular
ities . .  :n the other hand, statements about rules (of human behavior) 
cannot be refuted simply by pointing out instances of the relevant 
type of behavior not conforming to the rules in question. This is so 
because within the study of rule-governed behavior we have the notion 
of correct vs. incorrect action (e.g. grammatical vs. ungra.EDatical 
utterance), which has no·counterpart within natural sciences <_nor 
within human sciences operating with causal explanations). 

In the next three sections I will show how (transformational) 
linguistics differs from the positivist ideal of science as to the 
theoretically central notions of confirmation and explanation. In 
sections 5 to 7 I will first cha;racteriie.the !lletasc;:iE.J;tti.;ic -a.'§sU!!lpt
ions of linguistics in their own righ� and then show tnat the resulting 
characterization is consistent with the hermeneutic ideal 01 scien�e. 

2) Universal empirical hypotheses, e.g·. "(x)(Swan(x).::.WhJ.te(x))n,
can never be conclusively confirmed, i.e. verified, but tner can be 
conclusively disconfirmed, i.e. fal�i�ied, through one s'ingle contra
ry ins-:a.Ttce or occurrence referred -:;:i e.g. by "Swan(a).~White(a)"� 4 
How does this general empirical principle apply to (transformational) 
linguistics? 

The universal statements which are implicit in transfo=ational. 
descriptions are linguistic rules. As was stated above, a rule ca:l!lot 




